Executive Departments
Act.
Purpose: The purpose of this piece of legislation is to establish how
government departments are formed, and create two new government
departments that will help run the government more efficiently and provide
essential functions.

Section 1: Appointments of Secretaries and Creation of New
Departments
The monarch may appoint new secretaries to departments on their
discretion. They may appoint themselves to a secretary position. If new
departments need to be formed, then the bill shall go through Congress
and be voted upon before becoming official. If it does not pass in Congress,
then it will not become official.

Section 2: Department of Population and Land Management
(DoPaLM)
The purpose of this department is to allow people to immigrate to and
emigrate from Oflen as they request. It will collect info about the people
who are citizens via a census. This info will prove valuable to the
government, and will allow it to have accurate statistics about it’s land size.
a. Citizenship: The Department of Population and Land Management
handles immigration and emigration of the nation. It will issue
citizenship papers to citizens. It will also allow people to revoke their
citizenship. This Department handles citizenship registration
physically and digitally.
b. Population: This department will collect info about the population of
Oflen. This makes it easier to pinpoint what the population thinks

should happen in the future of the country. This allows the
government to govern better.
c. Land Management: Via the census, the government will be able to
figure out how much land it has, so it knows what it’s claims are.
Citizens will not have to respond to this question on the census.

Section 3: Department of Defense:
The Department of Defense concerns itself with the military of the nation.
The secretary of the Department of Defense can appoint people to
positions underneath themself. They are responsible for getting people to
join the military. They can create whatever branches of the military that they
need to.
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